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ABSTRACT debris drained into the lower plenum about 30
mins. after the core was submerged in water. As

Severe accident evaluations for nuclear reactors this melt drained into the lower plenum, most of
consider the response when the core materials the material was particulated to sizes of
have been overheated sufficient to melt and several millimeters to several centimeters; yet
change geometry. One possible consequence of some of the debris was sufficiently continuous
this is that molten core debris could drain into that the reactor vessel wall reached tempera-
the lower plenum, as occurred in the TNI-2 tures in excess of 1100'C.' In addition to the
accident. Given this state, several physical RPV wall reaching elevated temperatures, several
processes need to be analyzed, i.e. the extent of the in-core penetrations were surrounded by
of debris particulation and cooling, the poten- the melt and heated to temperatures sufficient
tial for thermal attack of lower plenum for the penetrations themselves to be melted.
structures, the thermal transient of the PV and Since the central region of the penetration is a
the potential for external cooling of the RPV calibration chamber which is at the ontainment
lower head. pressure, melting of these in-core instruments

results in a small potential flow path for the
These are important and complex processes, the debris to be discharged into the containment.
evaluations of which need to be guided by well During the TMI-2 accident, many of these were
founded experiments. To support the development melted and resealed. All of this occurred with
of the MAAP codes, recent experiments have been the vessel full of water. Hence, those issues
performed on specific issues such as: related to possible accident management evalua-

tions need to consider that a damaged core, even
1. the response of lower head penetrations when submerged in water, can undergo relocation

submerged in a high temperature melt, within the reactor vessel and potentially
threaten structural members, including the RPV

2. the net steam generation rate when molten wall.
debris drains into the lower plenum,

This paper examines the processes as-
3. the formation of a contact resistance when sociated with molten debris transport into the

molten debris drains through water and lower plenum, and those dominant physical
contacts the RPV wall and processes which could affect the extent and rate

of energy transfer from debris to the reactor
4. the potential for external cooling of the vessel wall and in-core instrument penetrations.

RPV lower head. Also considered are other aspects of plant
specific designs or accident management actions

This paper discusses these experiments and their that could counter such energy transfer and act
results. More importantly, it discusses how to maintain the RPV integrity. The physical
these are used in formulating models to repre- processes addressed are:
sent the lower plenum response in the AAP
codes. - debris drainage into the lower plenum and

associated particulation,
INTRODUCTION

. the contact resistance that could be developed

The TMI-2 accident, while considered by between molten debris and the RPV wall,
many to be a unique accident sequence, actually
represents far more of Level 2 PRA/PSA issues . the thermal response of in-core instrument
than is generally realized. Specifically, the penetrations when submerged by debris, and
core underwent substantial damage, was recovered
by water, but could not achieve a coolable . the role of external cooling in preserving RPV
configuration in this geometry. As a conse- integrity.
quence, approximately 20 metric tons of molten
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PHYSICAL PROCESSES/EXPERIMENTS AND MODELS 100 I . . . I - I .
EXP Jet of Moften Wood's Metal caic.

A. Debris Particulation IKE D 4 mm) 0
0 ANL 2O D 22 mm)

For conditions like the TMI-2 accident, ANL x28 (D. 19 mm)
where molten core material accumulated and ISPRA (D - 50 mm) a
subsequently drained into a water filled lower (a Co ISPRA (D - 28 mm. T - 373K)

0 C Akh, ISPRA (D = 28 mm, 373K < TM < 473K)
plenum, the jet of molten material would ex- -E 
perience particulation as a result of flowing oJ 0
through the water. Figure schematically so
represents the drainage and particulation 4) 0
processes. In the MAAP4 code, this is repre- 015 0% 0
sented as the erosion of a cylindrical jet using LI

2 0 . a A� 0the Ricou-Spalding correlation for entrainment.
The entrainment rate for such erosion is given 0 a
by U -------------------P 0.5

hylor's Cormlaton: L = 15-
1/2 D (fp!

Pf 0
A E P U. (1) 0 5 10 15 20

e sj PC C i
FROWWWR

11-01-M

Jet Velocity Wm 1(nVs)
Core

Support
Structure Figure 2 Comparison of Taylor's correlation to

available data as represented by Burger, et al.
(1993).

than is represented by an entrainment coeffi------------- ---------
C orium cient of 0.1. This can be easily varied in the

-7- analyses to include values from 0.1 to 0.05
Wate ------ which spans this data.

As the molten material drains into the
lower plenum and is entrained, the particulated
debris would tend to quench and produce steam.
The low density steam causes an upward flow,
acting to levitate the debris, Figure 3 If we

Vessel assume the debris mass in the interaction zone
is levitated, a static balance on the interac-

Lower tion zone can be used to characterize the
Head limitation.

Figure I Schematic of corium jets in water- Molten
filled lower plenum illustrating incomplete and Jet Steam
complete jet breakup.

............For this representation, the jet radius is ...................
eroded at a constant rate, and the maximum
length of the intact jet can be evaluated by ...... ...
integrating the erosion along the length of the Entrained. .............
jet as given by . ....... Debris

1/2
L [PC (2)
D 2 E Pf

0 0

The predicted jet breakup is compared with a
number of experiments using Wood's metal and
other materials including molten U02 in Figure
2, taken from Ref 3 When E - .1, which is
in general agreement with o8servations from
gravity driven flows, the above expression
becomes the Taylor equation shown in Fig. 2 As
illustrated, the ANL and Ispra experiments, W1=071CDR
using realistic materials and jet velocities
representative of drainage conditions, show
general agreement with the proposed approach. Figure 3 Particulation resulting from jet
If anything, these tests show somewhat longer disintegration and the induced water circula-
penetration lengths, i.e. less particulation tion.
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m g m
a)PfIgh - c or a f h - --SI (3) does not substantially change the water subcool-

[Pf A i Ai ing in the same relative magnitude as those'
performed at essentially atmospheric pressure.

This is a self-limiting process since quenching Table compares the model and the Ispra experi-
more debris would entrain the material out of ments in terms of jet breakup (particulation)
the interaction zone. The particulated molten
debris would be of a capillary size as given by and energy J) distributed, i.e. the pressure

increase and energy to the heat sinks. In these
tests, all of the debris was particulated, which

dP - Fil (4) is generally consistent with the prediction.
PC In addition, the energy to the gas space agrees

with the model prediction, with most of the
with a levitation velocity of energy delivered to the subcooled water. As

indicated in the table, the extent of subcooling
4 PC - Pf in the FARO test is further complicated by the

U - - g d = (5)
P 3 pf w temperature gradient in the water. Therefore,

two sets of conditions are given, the first with
This is assumed to be the water velocity cir- a subcooling of 16'C and the second a value of
culating through this interaction zone as a 20'C. Both of these result in predictions which
result of the density differences. Furthermore, are in general agreement with the data.
if we assume the quenching interval can be
approximated as - h/U , the mass of core B. Formation of a Contact Resistance
material in the interaction zone is that which
is in the process of quenching, m - ; e T. From Non-particulated molten material draining
this we can evaluate the rate at iihich energy is into the lower plenum and contacting the reactor
being removed from the debris (quenched), based vessel wall would result in energy transfer from
on the sensible and latent heat in the material the high temperature melt to the stainless steel
and the material entrainment rate liner and carbon steel wall. This was analyzed

in the Zion Probabilistic Safety StUdy,4 assum-
C e[cc(Tc - Tsat) ] ;e h.ff 9 + � 2(6) ing direct contact between the high temperature

melt and the vessel wall. With this assumption,
Dividing this into the net steam generation the inner surface of the reactor vessel wall

and that transferred to the circulating water achieves an elevated temperature characterized

O in the interaction zone results in by the contact interface temperature between the

molten material and the comparatively cold steel

2 c I Tsat - -L21 wall.
:9 1 - I (7)

c e heff It is important to remember that this
molten material is descending through water

where is the water flow rate into the inter- before contacting the wall. As a consequence,
action zone and c I is the water specific heat. small imperfections (cavities) in the wall,

This expression can be further reduced to typically of the nucleation sites for nucleate

boiling, also contain water as characterized in

cj(T - T Figure 4 Molten debris contacting the wall
sat (8) captures the water in these wall crevices and

a h this water subsequently vaporizes as the thermalc eff wave propagates through the vessel wall; i.e.

The void fraction at the top of the interaction over an interval of tens of milliseconds to

zone likely has a value of about 0.5, and for hundreds of milliseconds. Since the wall tem-

this simplified analysis we assume an average peratures created by direct contact are far in

void in the zone of 025. By inspection, we see excess of the water thermodynamic critical

this function has the expected trend that in- temperature, the pressures that could be

creased subcooling reduces the net steam developed within these wall crevices are much

generation rate. greater than the RCS pressure and could act as a

distributed force to move the frozen layer of

Comparing this model with available experi- core debris away from the vessel wall. This

ments is complicated by the pressurization would create a contact resistance (gap) between

observed in most tests, which influences the the debris and the RPV wall which substantially

water subcooling. Furthermore, steam can con- influences the rate of heat transfer from the

dense, in some cases quite rapidly, on the steel debris to the wall. Specifically, the energy

walls of the experimental test vessels. transfer across a thin steam gap would be due to

Therefore, an evaluation of the particulation conduction and radiation, thereby reducing the

and net steam generation must include an assess- rate of heat transfer and the rate of heating of

ment of these two potentially dominant the reactor vessel wall. As a consequence, the

processes. Perhaps the easiest tests to examine vessel wall thermal transient is substantially

are the Ispra experiments because they are slowed, as is the progression toward any condi-

larger scale, and more importantly, performed at tion which would threaten RPV integrity. Since

elevated pressure and temperature. Under these most severe accident evaluations must consider

conditions, an increase in the system pressure that molten debris could drain into the lower
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Table - PARTITIONING OF ENERGY DURING DRAINAGE OF MOLTEN MATERIAL
(Experimental Pressure Transient)

Energy to the Energy to
Gas Space the Water

Jet W) (Mi)
Water Jet Breakup Exp. MAAP Exp_ MAAP
Depth Dia. Length AP 

ZU_ Test (m) (cm) (m) Heat Sinks

FARO ST 0.87 10 1.6 7.5 8.52 3.04 3.04
QT2 1.0 10 1.6 22.3 25.4(AT-16) 10.3 6

23.7(AT-20) 10.3 77

heavier outer thimble supporting the reactor
coolant system pressure. A typical PWR thimble

Frozen shown in Figure 55 could be submerged by molten
Debris debris, resulting in melting of the thin thimble

Molten Pipe Wall tube and entry of the molten debris into the
Debris (Steel) central passage. Since this passage is at

containment pressure, the pressure difference
between the reactor coolant system and contain-
ment is the driving potential for the melt to

revices flow through this cylindrical passage. Melt
flow through the passage causes heat exchange
with the thimble tube wall and the water which
is in the region between the thimble tube and
the heavier thimble support wall. Boiling in
the intermediate region would result with the
possibe ejection of this water. Also, this
results in substantial solidification of the
flowing molten debris. As discussed in Ref.
151, the prototypic experiments using full scale
penetrations observed freezing of the debris,

Water sufficient to cause complete blockage of this
flow path. Other experiments were performed for
BWR and PWR types of penetrations and observed
this resealing of the central passage.

• Pipe is Initially Water Filled. Furthermore, as was the case in the TMI-2 acci-
dent, none of the internal welds for the

• Interface Temperature on Contact is: penetrations eperienced failure, and in fact
• Much Greater than the Critical those experiments with water in the lower plenum

were observed to develop a contact resistance as
Temperature for Water, discussed above. Hence, severe accident model-

ing should include realistic assessments of
• Sufficient to Freeze the material submerging the in-core instrument

Molten Debris, penetrations, melting the penetration wall, melt
flow through the central passage and the poten-

• Insufficient to Melt the tial for resealing of flow paths with frozen

Steel Wall. debris.
SOW T" Odd

C&OW Thk.W Ttft VAVW
Figure 4 - Possible mechanism for developing a opm to AM%",=

thin steam layer (contact esistance). TUM
M Lim

plenum through water, considerations associated
MW ~with the formation of a contact resistance are VAW

of first order importance in modeling the reac-
tor pressure vessel response. SkWA"

C. Influence of Molten Debris on, In-Core Tmwhb k"

Instruments Lalar AL

MW OW
In-core instrument thimbles are part of the Am"

reactor vessel pressure boundary which could be
threatened by non-particulated debris. These conwwwd Two

BWR and PWR instruments typically have a thimble 1,WO' O.D. . O.W W. Seckn

tube which creates a channel (central passage)
to transport a moveable detector, and a much Figure - Test element configuration.
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D. External Cooling INFLUENCE ON INTEGRAL ANALYSES

Many designs have a configuration like that The combination of models discussed above
shown in Figure 6 which results in submergence substantially influence the reactor system and
of the RPV if water is accumulated in the con- containment integral response. Debris par-
tainment as a result of injection of the RWST. ticulation determines (1) the extent of debris
With such a configuration, significant scale bed formation and 2 the respective rates of
experiments6 have shown that the nucleate boil- energy transfer (from quenching) to the water
ing from the outer surface is more than pool and to the RCS gas volume. Furthermore,
sufficient to remove the energy that could be steam added to the gas volume acts to pressurize
transferred to the reactor vessel wall from the the RCS, thereby increasing the subcooling of
core debris. Typically the experiments and the water in the lower plenum. Moreover, the
analyses did not consider a gap resistance as debris particulation model determines the frac-
discussed above. With a contact resistance, the tion of melt which would progress through the
energy transfer from the molten pool to the RPV water without forming particles. This con-
lower head would decrease, thereby increasing tinuous stream would contact the vessel wall and
the margin against failure if the vessel outer form a debris layer with limited coolability.
surface is submerged. Molten core debris would Particulated debris quenches and forms a debris
not be expected to threaten the RPV integrity as bed and does not directly threaten either the
long as the vessel could be cooled externally. reactor vessel wall or structures within the
Conversely, if the vessel is not cooled exter- lower plenum. This is consistent with the
nally, the energy transfer from the core debris observations from the TMI-2 accident.
would be sufficient to heat the reactor vessel
wall such that material creep would cause Once the debris character is determined, a
stretching of the vessel, either due to the potential for forming a contact resistance
internal pressure or the weight of the core between a continuous melt layer and the wall is
debris in the lower head. Both of these would assessed. The initial conditions required for
result in vessel failure. These failures could establishing this resistance are: (1) water in
either be at a penetration or at the upper the lower plenum and 2 a continuous layer of
regions of the accumulated debris pool where the molten material that could trap water in the
reactor vessel wall would likely achieve the surface cavities. Given these conditions, a
highest temperatures. To ascertain the long steam gap of 100 to 300 microns could be an-
term response of the reactor vessel lower ticipated. This substantially influences the
plenum, the integral calculations must include rate of energy transfer from the melt to the RPV
considerations of the influences of water in the wall, as well as the timing and mode of poten-
lower plenum, as well as water accumulated in tial RPV failure. Realistic assessments of the
the containment which could cool the RPV wall. lower plenum response during accident conditions

must include the potential for developing such a
contact resistance.

As discussed above, experiments which model
the thermal response of penetrations when sub-
merged in molten material have shown the water
annulus surrounding the thimble tube freezes the
high temperature molten material if it flows
through the tube. Therefore, these penetrations
do not result in an early failure of the reactor
vessel wall due to thermal attack by the high
temperature melt. On the other hand, the welds
supporting these penetrations are only partial
depth (a fraction of the wall thickness), and as
a consequence, represent a locally reduced wall
thickness. Therefore, the performance f the
welds under long term lower plenum response
should also be evaluated as part of an integral
analysis to assess if a failure could occur.

Lastly, integral analysis must assess the

Water Level potential for heat removal from the RPV wall and
After RWST the potential for preventing reactor vessel
Injection failure. This means assessing the potential for

external cooling of the RPV wall sufficient to
In-Co maintain a significant fraction of the wall at

Instrurne Reactor Cavity temperatures where the steel has considerable
Tunnel strength.

Figure 6 Water accumulation on the containment
floor after RWST injection.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS Greek Letters

Severe accidents are those resulting in a Average coolant void fraction.
substantial overheating and melting of the
reactor fuel. The experience in the TMI-2 Latent heat of fusion for the core debris.
accident has shown that molten material can flow
into the RPV lower plenum even when the vessel PC Density of the core debris.
is filled with water. Consequently, modeling of
the reactor system integral response must con- Pf Density of saturated water.
sider the potential for debris
particulation/non-particulation, overheating of a Surface tension of the molten debris.
the vessel wall, the response of lower head
penetrations and the influence of external Time constant for quenching.
cooling. Experiments have been conducted to
evaluate these phenomena, and in some cases the REFERENCES
experiments have achieved prototypical condi-
tions. Integral reactor system analyses must 1. LIFFORD, B. L., et al., "Three Mile Island
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core material within the reactor system, and
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